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It's important to note that there is a limit to how many prints can be done at once. This is based on
the number of extruders, the number of filaments loaded in each extruder, and the number of

different parts being printed at once. If you are printing multiple parts, you should place them in the
same FFF process and make sure that they are not too close to one another. There is also a limit to
the distance between the print bed and the first extruder. The Bowden system will automatically try
to adjust for this with each newly printed part, but if you are printing a large number of parts, this

may not be enough and could cause a jam. The next step is to prepare the materials we will be
printing with. Select the material of your first object to be printed (the support object) and then click
OK to bring the FFF Settings window to the foreground. Next, we need to select which material we

want to use for the rest of the objects (this is the correct side of the Auto-Configure for Material
dropdown). Click OK to configure your settings. You can now begin to import your models into

Simplify3D! Before we dive into the multi-part workflow further, there is one final setting that we
need to consider. If you use a single extruder, the power and filament settings for each process must
be selected in advance. This is not the case with multiple processes. Even though the Z positions for
the different parts can be adjusted automatically by Solidify, the extruder power settings need to be

manually entered. The bottom of the window shows the settings for each process, and they are
automatically adjusted for each model. We can also see that the support layers for the Raft and

Perimeters are in a different material category than the infill layers, which makes sense for a single
extrusion setup.
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The firmware keeps track of the exact number of microsteps sent to each movement axis using a
32-bit signed integer microstep counter, this limits the maximum absolute move and axis length to

(2^31 - 1) microsteps. This does not apply to extruder drives. The firmware multiplies the requested
axis position (after adding any offsets) by the steps/mm to get the required microstep position and

the microstep counter accumulates across multiple moves, as the axis position increases it
increments, as it decreases it decrements. The maximum size of the microstep counter is only an
issue for situations where an axis needs to accommodate one or more moves or an overall axis

length that would overflow the counter (i.e. an extremely long axis, or an extremely high resolution
axis). In typical uses this is not a concern, for example on a standard linear axis using 160

microsteps/mm an axis of over 13km is supported. In cases where the microstep counter is not
sufficient (e.g. a very high resolution rotary axis moving for a very long time) G92 can be used to set
the origin to a new point on the axis and thus reset the counter. There are several things to keep in
mind during the pathmaking process. For example, the path must be correct. If the path is incorrect
(or if a clean-up operation occurs and the path becomes incorrect), you must modify the path in the
software. Note that the path is a list of devices; some of them will appear multiple times in the path

if they are used in both the start and end position. So the "smart interface" plugin has been removed
from Simplify3D. I hope this is now backward compatible and all my slicers work as they did before
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with old Simplify3D prints. I will open a new thread with the profile for Simplify3D. I will reply to this
thread once I have it working. 5ec8ef588b
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